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Cancer Fitness Jan 01 2020 Increase your survival odds by creating and following an exercise program that counteracts the
side effects of your treatment, speeds your recovery, and reduces your risk of recurrence. Most cancer patients and survivors
think that "rest" will decrease their fatigue and speed their recovery. But in fact, rest can make patients weak and debilitated
during treatment and may prolong hospitalization. Based on Dr. Anna Schwartz's research and her life's work as a nurse and
a coach, Cancer Fitness offers cancer patients and survivors comprehensive advice and an easy step-by-step program to
begin improving their physical and emotional health and reclaiming their lives beyond cancer. Through exercise, patients
will regain some control over their body, manage side effects more successfully, and increase their body's ability to heal.
Cancer Fitness provides clear directions to safely start an exercise program, and the tools to make exercise a long-lasting
lifestyle change to heal body and soul.
Healing Pretty Oct 10 2020 Healing Pretty is the inspirational and practical guide that will show you how to walk down this
unexpected path with confidence. Jackie Apostol-Pizzuti takes away the fear of the unknown and gently guides you on
everything from hair, to skincare, to makeup, to health, to sex, to exercise, to treatment friendly clothing and accessories. She
gives you a real picture of what to expect pre-and post-surgery, and the best options to comfortably get you through the sideeffects of chemotherapy and radiation. She’s pulled together her professional expertise, with the advice of medical experts
and the experiences of the thousands of cancer warriors she works with every day. This compilation of expert advice,
invaluable tools, handy resources, and personal stories is the ultimate head-to-toe guide to self-care and well-being while you
face cancer.
Dying to Be Me Aug 20 2021 THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! "I had the choice to come back ... or not. I chose
to return when I realized that 'heaven' is a state, not a place" In this truly inspirational memoir, Anita Moorjani relates how,

after fighting cancer for almost four years, her body began shutting down—overwhelmed by the malignant cells spreading
throughout her system. As her organs failed, she entered into an extraordinary near-death experience where she realized her
inherent worth . . . and the actual cause of her disease. Upon regaining consciousness, Anita found that her condition had
improved so rapidly that she was released from the hospital within weeks—without a trace of cancer in her body! Within this
enhanced e-book, Anita recounts—in words and on video—stories of her childhood in Hong Kong, her challenge to establish
her career and find true love, as well as how she eventually ended up in that hospital bed where she defied all medical
knowledge. In "Dying to Be Me," Anita Freely shares all she has learned about illness, healing, fear, "being love," and the
true magnificence of each and every human being!
What Helped Get Me Through Jun 17 2021 Offers cancer patients practical advice, inspiration, and medical guidance to help
them cope with their diagnosis and make the right choices about their treatment, with first-hand stories from survivors who
have faced the same challenges.
Fragrance of a Wild Soul Oct 22 2021 Ruby Ahluwalia, a bureaucrat with a wandering, adventurous spirit, had it all — a
successful career, a happy, supportive family and a creative and analytical mind. A pro multitasker, she was juggling her
time and energies to be a super professional and a super mom, wife and daughter. Little did she realize that in this process,
she was becoming a ‘below average her’. Just when she realized that she was almost losing the ground beneath her feet, she
had a knock on her door – a knock that toppled her life upside down on full velocity and changed the course of her life…
Here’s her journey — a story of self exploration — that led her to answers that lay in the patterns of human behaviour. • If
your urge to nurture others is leading you to under nourish yourself, • If your suppressed self is leading you to abuse your
body, soul and mind, • If you are craving to mend the splits in your soul.. Then it is your story too…. We all have our own
cancers, even if they may not have become tumors as yet. How can we heal ourselves and come out of our self-created pits
and discover our infinite potential is the purpose of telling this story. Ruby is now a Life Coach and a prolific speaker on
Holistic healing. She is the Founder of Sanjeevani Life Beyond Cancer and has worked with more than 2 lakh patients across
India through the narrative of Integrated Cancer care. You can reach out to her on her email, ruby@sanjeevanilifebeyondcancer.in
Chicken Soup for the Soul Healthy Living Series: Breast Cancer Oct 29 2019 An inspirational series provides medicine
for the soul, featuring heartwarming stories paired with relevant medical advice on subjects such as diet, psychological
issues, family relations, alternative therapies, and more.

Crazy Sexy Cancer Survivor Jan 25 2022 You are a Survivor from Day One On the heels of the acclaimed Learning Channel
documentary and best-selling survival guidebook Crazy Sexy Cancer Tips comes this survivor's companion. In Crazy Sexy
Cancer Tips Kris Carr and her posse of Cancer Babes shared their wealth of insights, tricks, how-tos, and hell yeahs for
living life with cancer. Now Kris invites all the Cancer Cowgirls (and dudes) out there to chat back and record their own
journeys, with this beautifully illustrated, full-color go-anywhere companion. Pairing Kris's signature sass and smart, soulful,
real advice with thoughtful exercises, new contributors, and ample space for writing and reflecting, Crazy Sexy Cancer
Survivor reaffirms that it is possible to live a real, fun, crazy, sexy life—with cancer. Kris shares her wit and wisdom on
everything from food and exercise to make-up, meditation, spirituality, dreams, planning for today (and the future), and
much, much more. The user-friendly trim size and flexible-cover format meanwhile ensure that this incomparable blend of
informative pocket companion and journal can go anywhere—brightening up those hours in hospital waiting rooms, at home,
or spent out in the big, wide, wonderful world putting into practice that most precious truth: healing is about truly living.
A Book of Miracles Jan 31 2020 Heartwarming and Heart-Opening Stories Gathered from Decades of Medical Practice
Bernie Siegel first wrote about miracles when he was a practicing surgeon and founded Exceptional Cancer Patients, a
groundbreaking synthesis of group, individual, dream, and art therapy that provided patients with a “carefrontation.”
Compiled during his more than thirty years of practice, speaking, and teaching, the stories in these pages are riveting, warm,
and belief expanding. Their subjects include a girl whose baby brother helped her overcome anorexia, a woman whose
cancer helped her heal by teaching her to stand up for herself, and a family that was saved from a burning house by bats.
Without diminishing the reality of pain and hardship, the stories show real people turning crisis into blessing by responding
to adversity in ways that empower and heal. They demonstrate what we are capable of and show us that we can achieve
miracles as we confront life’s difficulties.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Hope & Healing for Your Breast Cancer Journey Jul 31 2022 Chicken Soup for the Soul:
Hope & Healing for Your Breast Cancer Journey will encourage comfort and encourage breast cancer patients and survivors
with its inspiring stories and helpful medical information. A support group from breast cancer diagnosis through treatment to
rehabilitation and recovery, this book combines inspiring Chicken Soup for the Soul stories written just for this book and
accessible leading-edge medical information from Dr. Julie Silver of Harvard Medical School. Patients and survivors will
find comfort, strength and hope.
Dancing to the Rhythm of My Soul Jul 07 2020 "Are you unhappy but don't know why? Would you like to be happy but

don't know how? Dancing to the Rhythm of My Soul offers practical strategies for overcoming emotional baggage and
creating the life you deserve. You will learn the source of your unhappiness and how to find the cure. Author Rhonda Swan
provides 12 lessons that will help readers transform their lives from the inside out, taking them from MAD - Miserable,
Angry and Defensive to GLAD - Grateful, Loving, Aware and Divine. Readers will learn: How to deal effectively with
anger, pain, guilt and regret. How to overcome the past and live in the present. How to get in touch with their inner selves.
How to become the person they are looking for. How not to take things personal. How to love themselves completely"-Amazon.com.
Be a Survivor Dec 24 2021 This successful breast cancer resource has empowered thousands of women and their families
all the way through diagnosis, treatment, and recovery. It contains 150 color photos and graphics to convey complex
concepts along with other much-needed information.
Here and Now Mar 15 2021 Facing cancer is a life-changing event, one that prompts soul-searching and a reevaluation of all
that one holds to be true. In the years following their own cancer treatments, authors Elena Dorfman and Heidi Schultz
Adams were left wondering, What difference has cancer made in other people's lives? What does it mean to survive a lifethreatening illness? In Here and Now, Dorfman and Adams offer photographic portraits and personal stories of 38 people -of all ages and from all walks of life -- who have confronted cancer at some point in their lives. Their stories explore both the
universal questions raised by a cancer diagnosis, and how their unique answers to those questions shaped each survivor into
who they are today. Here and Now is a beautiful volume that will provide comfort and insight to everyone from the recently
diagnosed to the 20-year survivor, eloquently demonstrating how seemingly insurmountable adversity can bring forth
surprising courage and strength, both in us and those around us.
Chicken Soup for the Cancer Survivor's Soul *was Chicken Soup fo Sep 01 2022 More than 100 cancer survivors share their
personal stories in this touching new collection of Chicken Soup. These heartwarming accounts of courageous people who
found the power to battle cancer in their endless hope, unwavering faith and steadfast determination will inspire you to adopt
a positive attitude, discover your faith and cherish every moment.
The Undying Nov 10 2020 WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE FOR NONFICTION 2020 WINNER OF THE
WINDHAM-CAMPBELL PRIZE FOR NONFICTION 2020 FINALIST FOR THE PEN / JEAN STEIN BOOK AWARD
2020 'Profound and unforgettable' Sally Rooney 'A classic . . . I have long thought of Boyer as a genius' Patricia Lockwood
'An outraged, beautiful, and brilliant work of embodied critique' Ben Lerner 'Some of the most perceptive and beautiful

writing about illness and pain that I have ever read' Hari Kunzru Blending memoir with critique, an award-winning poet and
essayist's devastating exploration of sickness and health, cancer and the cancer industry, in the modern world A week after
her 41st birthday, Anne Boyer was diagnosed with highly aggressive triple-negative breast cancer. For a single mother living
payslip to payslip, the condition was both a crisis and an initiation into new ideas about mortality and the gendered politics
of illness. In The Undying - at once her harrowing memoir of survival, and a 21st-century Illness as Metaphor - Boyer draws
on sources from ancient Roman dream diarists to cancer vloggers to explore the experience of illness. She investigates the
quackeries, casualties and ecological costs of cancer under capitalism, and dives into the long line of women writing about
their own illnesses and deaths, among them Audre Lorde, Kathy Acker and Susan Sontag. Genre-bending, devastating and
profoundly humane, The Undying is an unmissably insightful meditation on cancer, the cancer industry and the sicknesses
and glories of contemporary life.
Dear Friend May 05 2020 A beautiful collection of handwritten letters that offer strength and comfort to women living with
breast cancer. Written by compassionate strangers—many of whom have gone through their own health battles—these
heartfelt letters contain empathy, inspiration, and humor to help you overcome difficult moments. They were gathered by
Girls Love Mail, an organization that provides support to people diagnosed with breast cancer. Also including beautiful
illustrations, this is a book that can bring light to dark moments and make readers feel less alone during stressful and hard
times.
The Book of Soul Jun 25 2019 A powerful new book of spiritual awakening from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Mark Nepo In The Book of Soul, Mark Nepo, the bestselling author of The Book of Awakening, offers a powerful guide to
inhabiting an authentic and wholehearted life. After we are physically born, we must be spiritually born a second time, a
process that takes place through the labor of a lifetime as we develop into more fully realized beings. The Book of Soul
delves into the spiritual alchemy of that transformation in all its mystery, difficulty, and inevitability. The book is divided
into four sections that mark the passages we all face: enduring our Walk in the World, until we discover Our True
Inheritance, which allows us to live in the open by Widening Our Circle, as we Help Each Other Stay Awake. The Book of
Soul is a piercing guide, replete with beautiful truths and startling insight, that leads us deeply into the process of
transformation.
What the F*ck Just Happened? A Survivors Guide to Life After Breast Cancer. Dec 12 2020 Struggling to get back to
normal life after breast cancer?You were diagnosed with breast cancer and beat it. Congrats! You counted down until the day

you could put the journey behind you and return to your life as you knew it before cancer. That day is here and yet you are
still asking yourself, "When will things be normal again?". If you have been feeling like you are struggling emotionally,
physically and spiritually in your post cancer life, you are not alone. Here's the good news; You have a second chance at life
and you aren't going to let it slip you by. This book is for breast cancer survivors who are truly ready to reconstruct their life
and feel normal once again. Author and breast cancer survivor Jen Rozenbaum will teach you her methods to help you:
Finally feel normal again after cancerGet rid of the numbness and enjoy life againStop living in fear of the cancer
returningFeel sexy and feminine again Grab your copy now and get started on the path to discover and live a normal life
again
Laugh 'til it Heals Mar 03 2020 Christine Clifford says, “laughter reaches a place no medicine can touch; the soul”. She
firmly believes, that during her cancer, laughter saved something as important as her life during cancer: her spirit. All too
often our sense of humor escapes us in times of trouble, yet Christine believes laughter has many therapeutic effects and can
assist in fighting illness. She is founder of The Cancer Club® (www.CancerClub.com) and Laugh ‘Til It Heals is being
published in response to the thousands of funny stories Christine has been collecting from Club members since she started
the company in 1995. Laugh ‘Til it Heals explores the humorous side of cancer while also providing information on how to
support someone who has cancer, and giving advice regarding beneficial nutrition. The book is also practical in citing
resources created by cancer patients worldwide. As you read these touching stories you will laugh out loud with the
storyteller. Laugh at the story of a woman chasing tumbleweed (her wig) across the parking lot on a windy day, or the
woman who suffered the side effect of a powerful diuretic in public. As Christine says, “Don’t forget to laugh!”™ One of
Christine’s members had been very depressed since her mastectomy. One day all that changed and she appeared to be much
more back to her “old self”. A good friend noticed and asked her friend what the difference was. Her reply encapsulates the
essence of the book, “Last Tuesday I just woke up and I realized that my sense of humor wasn’t in my left breast”. THE
AUTHORChristine Clifford is a well-established author with an exceptional background in sales and marketing. She has
enjoyed success with her previous books including her bestselling “Not Now … I’m Having a No Hair Day!”. Sixteen years
on from having breast cancer she founded The Cancer Club® (www.TheCancerClub.com) which is the world’s largest
producer of humorous and helpful products for people with cancer. Facing another overwhelming challenge, divorce, not just
once but twice, Christine co-founded Divorcing Divas LLC® (www.DivorcingDivas.net). KEY SELLING POINTS*
Christine believes Laughter: Prescription for a Cure! and advocates laughing when fate deals us a blow in order to overcome

a problem. * The book also features advice from nine of the world's leading authorities on the use of therapeutic humor and
contains practical information and guidance for cancer patients.* Christine Clifford is a media-savvy bestselling author and a
Certified Speaking Professional (CSP)
The Undying Soul Jul 19 2021 Cancer moves more slowly today, thanks to modern science. But science provides scant
solace when it fails, slowly, to save our physical forms...and religious faith too often proves fragile during a long mortal
watch. For decades, Dr Stephen Iacoboni carried John Donne's words with him in his coat pocket: No man is an island.
Every man's death diminishes me. Therefore, do not send to know For whom the bell tolls. It tolls for thee. Donne's
sentiment lived in his heart and, over time, began to break it, when the best medicine was not enough. Every patient's death
begged questions. I knew there was something missing for them, and for me that until I could offer answers I would never be
the healer I hoped to become. The physician did not heal himself. His patients did, at last, after extracting promises that he
would bring their revelations to light. It is their stories that guide this voyage of thought and spirit, laughter and love. This
book is a primer for people facing life's last and greatest mystery, and for those who travel with them an inspirational
alternative to loneliness and fear...and an introduction to what is, simply, The Undying Soul.
Chicken Soup for the Cancer Survivor's Soul Oct 02 2022 More than 100 cancer survivors share their personal stories in
this touching collection of Chicken Soup. These heartwarming accounts of courageous people who found the power to battle
cancer in their endless hope, unwavering faith, and steadfast determination will inspire you to adopt a positive attitude,
discover your faith, and cherish every moment. Just what the doctor ordered for healing your body, mind, and soul.
A Cup of Comfort for Breast Cancer Survivors Apr 27 2022 If stories are medicine, then this collection will help keep hopes
up and spirits alive on the road to recovery. Readers will applaud the bravery of 50 exceptional survivors as they tell their
unique experiences with breast cancer. Every breast cancer survivor has a different story, but they all have one thing in
common: courage. From dealing with diagnosis to undergoing chemotherapy, facing hair loss and possibly the loss of a
breast, these fearless women undergo more than anyone ever should. These stories pay tribute to these women and their
battles, and celebrate their victories. In this stunning new collection, readers will find compelling, inspiring, and uplifting
personal essays about the experiences and emotions of living with—and after—breast cancer. $.50 of every copy will be
donated to Susan G. Komen for the Cure®
Teaching with Fire Nov 22 2021 Reclaim Your Fire "Teaching with Fire is a glorious collection of the poetry that has
restored the faith of teachers in the highest, most transcendent values of their work with children....Those who want us to

believe that teaching is a technocratic and robotic skill devoid of art or joy or beauty need to read this powerful collection.
So, for that matter, do we all." ?Jonathan Kozol, author of Amazing Grace and Savage Inequalities "When reasoned
argument fails, poetry helps us make sense of life. A few well-chosen images, the spinning together of words creates a way
of seeing where we came from and lights up possibilities for where we might be going....Dip in, read, and ponder; share with
others. It's inspiration in the very best sense." ?Deborah Meier, co-principal of The Mission Hill School, Boston and founder
of a network of schools in East Harlem, New York "In the Confucian tradition it is said that the mark of a golden era is that
children are the most important members of the society and teaching is the most revered profession. Our jour ney to that
ideal may be a long one, but it is books like this that will sustain us - for who are we all at our best save teachers, and who
matters more to us than the children?" ?Peter M. Senge, founding chair, SoL (Society for Organizational Learning) and
author of The Fifth Discipline Those of us who care about the young and their education must find ways to remember what
teaching and learning are really about. We must find ways to keep our hearts alive as we serve our students. Poetry has the
power to keep us vital and focused on what really matters in life and in schooling. Teaching with Fire is a wonderful
collection of eighty-eight poems from such well-loved poets as Walt Whitman, Langston Hughes, Billy Collins, Emily
Dickinson, and Pablo Neruda. Each of these evocative poems is accompanied by a brief story from a teacher explaining the
significance of the poem in his or her life's work. This beautiful book also includes an essay that describes how poetry can be
used to grow both personally and professionally. Teaching With Fire was written in partnership with the Center for Teacher
Formation and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Royalties from this book will be used to fund scholarship opportunities
for teachers to grow and learn.
F*ck Breast Cancer Coloring Book Nov 30 2019 NORMAL PRICE $21.95! Just $12.95 for a limited time only though! Do
you love to ease stress by coloring? Do you hate cancer? Well, we're with you on both because cancer f*cking sucks and
there's nothing better than coloring to calm the soul. This "Suck It Cancer" coloring book comes with 50 beautiful pages to
inspire you. This coloring book is great for you or as a gift for a friend or loved one. Inside, you'll find uplifting quotes,
powerful mantras and positive affirmations to keep your head in the right place as you color away. Get your copy now as it's
only going to be 65% off for a limited time. What's Inside 50 empowering pages to inspire you Single sided for framing and
to prevent bleed through Large sized 8.5 x 11 inch pages Variance in difficulty levels Uplifting quotes and powerful, sweary
mantras to help you stay strong Unique one of a kind designs you won't find anywhere else Perfect gift for cancer patients,
cancer survivors and those affected by cancer Take a moment to sit, relax and lift your spirits. This hopeful coloring book is

filled with positive affirmations to help you stay strong through the toughest of times. Remember, you are not alone. Never
give up hope.
Breast Cancer Husband Sep 08 2020 A guide for men whose wives contract breast cancer offers emotional support and
advice every husband needs, including guidance from breast cancer doctors and the shared experiences of those who have
gone through the same ordeal. Original. 30,000 first printing.
Soul Survivor Feb 23 2022 One of fifteen children? I never dreamed I'd become one of the family. Besides, even if the
Shoffners seemed nice, it was surely a matter of days before my new foster dad would start visiting me at night. A Soul
Survivor from the age of five, Judy Fenyes was shipped from one abusive foster home to the next after losing her mother to
cancer at the age of five and her sexually abusive father to the state only one year later. View through Judy's eyes the horror
of a life of abuse, being ripped from her twin sibling, and finally experiencing joy as she was surprised to become an
important part of a loving familya "with fourteen half siblings! But that joy wouldn't come easily. As cancer engenders fear
into Judy's entire family, she faces yet another round of survival, relying on scientific breakthroughs and the grace of God to
help her make a life-altering decision. Soul Survivor will make you cry and at times make you angry, but most of all it will
show you how even one little girl can overcome terrific obstacles. If you believe in Jesus when the cards are folded, he will
give you a new hand to play, and you will survive."
Life, Cancer and God Sep 28 2019 In the prime of life, a wife, mother, and businesswoman, Paula Black, heard the dreaded
words: “It’s cancer.” Doctors gave her three to six months to live. With her husband Dale’s help, they tirelessly researched
every conventional and alternative cancer treatment available. They discovered God-given methods that treat the whole
person and the root causes of disease. Paula eventually succeeded without chemotherapy or radiation. Her advanced-stage
cancer was gone. She got her life back. Using this book as your complete guide, you can do what she did—easily, painlessly,
at low cost, and at home. Never fear cancer again!
My Healing Companion May 17 2021 A book of mostly blank pages for journalizing during one's cancer journey.
Chicken Soup for the Dog Lover's Soul Jul 27 2019 From exciting and entertaining accounts of courage and humor to
heartwarming tales of healing and learning, each touching story in this book will inspire dog lovers to rejoice in the unique
bond they share with their canine companions.
Chicken Soup for the Breast Cancer Survivor's Soul Nov 03 2022 Along with the shock, fear and loss many women face
upon a breast cancer diagnosis comes unexpected strength, wisdom, and strong networks of sharing, support and healing. In

Chicken Soup for the Breast Cancer Survivor's Soul, survivors and their family members talk openly about how difficult
their fight with breast cancer has been and how they made it through the dark times with a belief in a higher power and the
support of those closest to them.
Inkspirations for Breast Cancer Survivors Feb 11 2021 If you or someone you care about is battling breast cancer, you
know that maintaining a positive attitude is an invaluable tool for healing. Inkspirations for Breast Cancer Survivors was
created by Beverly Vote, a breast cancer survivor, to help you de-stress, recharge, and renew so that you can awaken your
healer within. Over two decades ago, Beverly Vote was diagnosed with breast cancer at age 38. With a bleak diagnosis, and
few resources, she felt helpless, overwhelmed, and alone. The experience forced her to dig deep into her emotional and
physical wellspring to awaken the healer within. In the fight for her life, she gave herself permission to spend less time with
people who were negative and controlling and she welcomed more hope, joy, courage, and passion into each day. She
soldiered through, and after two years of surgeries, treatment, and a learning curve about how she could empower herself,
her prognosis improved--25 years later she remains cancer free. In 2006, she founded Breast Cancer Wellness Magazine, an
award-winning publication to empower and encourage anyone facing the challenges of breast cancer. "We are all so unique
and one healing size does not fit all," she explains. "Putting together our life after diagnosis can be confusing and
overwhelming. Coloring is a great healing tool to relax and let our feelings flow without being critical or judgmental about
what is being released. It doesn't matter if our coloring book is a scribbling mess, an angry expression, or a soft gentle
scrawl. What does matter is that we get into it however we want. It is during these times of reflective coloring that our
dormant strengths and desires begin to emerge." The book features artwork from artist Ann-Margret Hovsepian paired with
uplifting quotes and positive, healing affirmations specific to the breast cancer journey. Featuring 31 pages on heavy stock,
and a special lay-flat binding for easy opening and coloring, it's both a calming escape and a creative rallying cry to help
people put their strongest selves forward for their most important fight.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Cancer Book Jun 29 2022 Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Cancer Book delivers 101
powerful stories of courage, hope, support, and love to help cancer patients and their families. A bonus memoir by a cancer
patient bound in, with intimate and helpful words of advice. A support group you can hold in your hand, this loving and
inspirational collection of intimate stories, by cancer patients and their loved ones, medical professionals, clergy and friends,
is a must-read for anyone affected by cancer. Writers share all their experiences – from the initial diagnosis, to breaking the
news to loved ones, to discussing the effect on home, school and work, from securing a medical team to living through an

ever changing self-image, from the embarrassment of losing hair to discovering a new spirituality. A bonus book, a no-holdsbarred memoir by cancer patient Elizabeth Bayer, is bound into this volume, after the full-length Chicken Soup for the Soul
book.
Soul Survivor Sep 20 2021 James Leininger was just two years old when he began having disturbing nightmares that would
not stop. He screamed out in the night: 'Plane on fire! Little man can't get out!' While nightmares are common among
children, what happened next shocked those around him... James began to reveal details of planes and war tragedies that no
two-year-old boy could know. His desperate parents were at a loss to help him until he said three things: 'Corsair', 'Natoma'
and 'Jack Larsen'. From these tantalising clues, James's parents travelled thousands of miles and spent many long years
piecing together these facts to try and find an answer that could end his torment. Finally, despite his mother's fears and his
father's staunch Christian beliefs, they found only one possibility to the endless coincidences that surrounded every detail in
James's life – that their son was reliving the past life of a World War II fighter pilot. Their touching story is one that will
challenge sceptics and confirm the beliefs of those who already believe in life after death.
Pink Is More Than Just A Pretty Color Breast Cancer Coloring Book Apr 03 2020 Breast Cancer Coloring Book to help
you relax and relieve your stress! - 40 Quotes on 40 Floral Patterns - Inspirational Quotes Coloring Book: Total of 82 pages The pages are single-sided to prevent bleed-through - Perfect gift for cancer patients, cancer survivors, and those affected by
cancer - 8.5x11 inches
The Book of Awakening Jun 05 2020 A new edition of the #1 NYT’s bestseller by Mark Nepo, who has been called “one of
the finest spiritual guides of our time” and “a consummate storyteller.” Philosopher-poet and cancer survivor Mark Nepo
opens a new season of freedom and joy—an escape from deadening, asleep-at-the wheel sameness—that is both profound
and clarifying. His spiritual daybook is a summons to reclaim aliveness, liberate the self, take each day one at a time, and
savor the beauty offered by life's unfolding. Reading his poetic prose is like being given second sight, exposing the reader to
life's multiple dimensions, each one drawn with awe and affection. The Book of Awakening is the result of Nepo’s journey
of the soul and will inspire others to embark on their own. He speaks of spirit and friendship, urging readers to stay vital and
in love with this life, no matter the hardships. Encompassing many traditions and voices, Nepo's words offer insight on pain,
wonder, and love. Each entry is accompanied by an exercise that will surprise and delight the reader in its mind-waking
ability.
Seven Thousand Ways to Listen Apr 15 2021 In Seven Thousand Ways to Listen, Nepo offers ancient and contemporary

practices to help us stay close to what is sacred. In this beautifully written spiritual memoir, Nepo explores the
transformational journey with his characteristic insight and grace. He unfolds the many gifts and challenges of deep listening
as we are asked to reflect on the life we are given. A moving exploration of self and our relationship to others and the world
around us, Seven Thousand Ways to Listen unpacks the many ways we are called to redefine ourselves and to name what is
meaningful, as we move through the changes that come from experience and ageing and the challenge of surviving loss.
Filled with questions to reflect on and discuss with others, and meditations on how to return to what matters throughout the
day, this enlightening book teaches us how to act wholeheartedly so we can inhabit the gifts we are born with and find the
language of our own wisdom. Seven Thousand Ways to Listen weaves a tapestry of deep reflection, memoir and meditation
to create a remarkable guide on how to listen to life and live more fully.
Lemongrass Spa Soul-Soothing Stories Aug 27 2019 This book will inspire and inform people with its comforting stories and
cancer survival. The stories are grouped into six sections: the importance of early detection, finding your village, keeping the
faith in God--and medicine, choosing a natural chemical-free life, staying brave--despite adversity, and finding a way to give
back.
Before and After Cancer Treatment Jan 13 2021 Wherever they are in their own journey with cancer, readers will find
here a personal, practical, and powerful guide to recovery.
Behind the Scenes of Breast Cancer Aug 08 2020 In this inspiring and practical book and DVD, five-year-cancer-free
survivor and leading news anchor Brenda Ladun addresses the physical and spiritual concerns of anyone who is facing or has
gone through cancer treatments, especially breast cancer treatments. Using her professional reporting talents and drawing
from her own personal experiences, she interviews a physical therapist, fitness specialist, massage therapist, personal trainer,
registered dietician, swim instructor, and plastic surgeon who daily help women survive breast cancer. An investigative
reporting–style DVD, included with the book, reveals the misperceptions patients often have and provides helpful advice on
surviving and learning to thrive again. Included are interviews with the experts, illustrations of methods for recovery, and
information about the health care regimens Brenda personally used to regain mobility, flexibility, good skin and hair, and an
optimistic outlook. Brenda's faith and reliance on God shine throughout.
Chicken Soup for the Soul May 29 2022 Features inspirational stories offering words of wisdom, hope, and empowerment
Chicken Soup for the Soul Healthy Living Series: Breast Cancer Mar 27 2022 In the Healthy Living series, Chicken
Soup for the Soul partners with the nation's top medical experts and organizations to give emotional support and important

information to patients with specific medical needs. The books feature approximately ten heartwarming stories from real
people dealing and thriving with all aspects of the condition, followed by relevant medical advice that will positively impact
the reader's life. Subjects such as diet, psychological issues, family relations, and alternative therapies will exist side-by-side
with traditional subjects such as understanding common medical terms, the effects of treatment options, and the doctorpatient relationship. Each book will also contain source notes and a resources section for more information and support. The
goal is to give people the information they need in a new format that is interesting, heartfelt, personal and ultimately
uplifting. Many people buy medicine for their bodies; the Chicken Soup Healthy Living series is medicine for the soul.
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